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Sometimes you have a rod need that requires specific attention. The ALX Rods 

Custom Shop answers that need and meet the challenge you face in finding a 

specific tool for the way you fish. 

The Process

1) We consult with you regarding your needs and offer options to address your specific need. 

2) You receive a quote sheet documenting all parts and costs of the rod build. You will approve to confirm accuracy. 

3) We send an online invoice. Payment in full is required at the time of order. 

4) Rod construction begins once payment is received.

5) Completion time line can be determined after the order is paid. (Typically 3-6 weeks)

6) Rods are shipped immediately upon completion. Tracking information will be sent electronically.

7) Custom Shop rods are not covered by the ALX Rods SureSet Replacement program. Rods are warrantied against 

defect based on the line selected. 

8) All sales final on custom rods. No refunds once construction begins or parts are ordered. 

Cost

Cost of custom builds varies based on the rod selected, parts used and complexity of the build. Add on parts are priced 

at the time of order. Quotes are valid for 30 days.  

Base Pricing - Existing Model

Price of the existing model + custom build fee + additional parts and shipping + additions (trim wraps, etc) = Final Cost

Shipping is listed separately and included in the total cost on the quote sheet

Custom Build Fee - $30

A Custom Build Fee is included with each quote. The following items are included regardless if applicable to the build:

- Custom Shop matching label  - Change rod length  - Addition or subtraction of guides

- Change handle length   - Manual respacing of guides - Color change for thread wraps

- Documentation of rod build

Base Pricing - Scratch Built

Rods using rod blanks from non-stock inventory are priced on an individual basis. 

Rod Upgrades Options - Some parts are not compatible and priced at time of order. Additional options may be available.

Rod Grips

Winn Grips

Cork Full Grips

EVA Full Grips

Carbon Fiber Grips

Reel Seats - Exposed Casting

Fuji ECS, ACS, PTS, PMTS

Reel Seats - 2 Piece Casting

ALPS

Fuji SK2

Reel Seats - Spinning

Fuji VSS, NPS, IPS

Reel Seats - 2 Piece Casting

ALPS

Fuji Sk2

Reel Seat Upgrades

Extended Hood Nut Cork

Extended Hood Nut EVA

JDM Featured Hood Nut

Guide Upgrades

Fuji Titanium Torzite

Fuji Titanium SiC

Kigan Titanium Gunmetal

Recoil

Decoration

Accent trim wraps

Add name

Aluminum Trim Rings

Painted blank (special order 

only)
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